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Abstract: The atmospheric correction of satellite images based on radiative transfer calculations
is a prerequisite for many remote sensing applications. The software package ATCOR, developed
at the German Aerospace Center (DLR), is a versatile atmospheric correction software, capable of
processing data acquired by many different optical satellite sensors. Based on this well established
algorithm, a new Python-based atmospheric correction software has been developed to generate
L2A products of Sentinel-2, Landsat-8, and of new space-based hyperspectral sensors such as DESIS
(DLR Earth Sensing Imaging Spectrometer) and EnMAP (Environmental Mapping and Analysis
Program). This paper outlines the underlying algorithms of PACO, and presents the validation
results by comparing L2A products generated from Sentinel-2 L1C images with in situ (AERONET
and RadCalNet) data within VNIR-SWIR spectral wavelengths range.
Keywords: atmospheric correction; remote sensing; Sentinel-2; Landsat-8; DESIS; aerosol optical
thickness; water vapor; surface reflectance
1. Introduction
Earth remote sensing data are based on the terrestrial reflection of the incident solar radiation.
This radiation is especially affected by different absorption and scattering processes caused by diverse
atmospheric constituents on its way down to the Earth surface and up towards the Earth observation
sensors (airborne or in orbit). The spatial and temporal variation in composition and properties of some
of such constituents makes the compensation of atmospheric effects an important step in the remote
sensing applications to retrieve consistent surface properties [1–3]. A recent review of atmospheric
correction approaches for imaging spectrometers can be found in [4], which includes the so-called quick
atmospheric correction (QUAC) [5], the TAFKAA [6] and the ACORN [7] approaches, the HATCH
model [8], as well as ATCOR [9]. For multispectral sensors, operational approaches include approaches
for MODIS [10] as well as the several developed for Sentinel-2 [11–14]. The atmospheric correction
is particularly important when comparing remote sensing data (surface reflectance) from different
sensors in-orbit under realistic atmospheric conditions [15–17]. Within this paper, the term “surface
reflectance” is used for simplicity, while, strictly speaking, the hemispherical-directional reflectance
factor (HDRF) is retrieved.
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To retrieve the Bottom-Of-Atmosphere (BOA) surface reflectance from the TOA
(Top-Of-Atmosphere) remote sensing radiance, the influence of different atmospheric parameters
must be corrected (e.g., Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT), water vapor (WV) content, etc...) through a
set of different atmospheric simulations and algorithms to analyze the remote sensing data.
PACO software package is designed as a Python library version of the IDL code ATCOR [9],
following the same algorithms as in its IDL version (summarized in Section 2). As its predecessor
ATCOR, PACO is developed as a multi-sensor atmospheric correction software package, easily portable
and embeddable into any processing chain. Therefore, PACO is implemented as the current
atmospheric correction of the L2A processor in the Ground Segment of DESIS [18] and EnMAP [19]
hyperspectral sensors.
Its portability and its multi-sensor support make it possible to apply the same atmospheric
correction to different sensors. The application of the same algorithms and the input data (including
same radiative transfer functions) to the data of different sensors reduces the uncertainty between
the atmospherically corrected output products of the sensors. A PACO software package currently
processes both multi-spectral (Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8) and hyperspectral sensors (DESIS and EnMAP)
and additional sensors are planned to be added in the future. For all the supported sensors, the same
MODTRAN simulation of the atmosphere at high spectral resolution (∆λ ∼0.4 nm) is used to extract
the sensor specific radiative transfer functions used during the atmospheric correction. The algorithms
applied in the atmospheric correction depend on each sensor spectral characterization (e.g., VNIR
versus VNIR-SWIR sensors).
PACO also profits from the large amount of API (Application-Programmming-Interface) in Python
in order to process additional information from external sources. Further details will be discussed in
Section 3.
Currently, PACO also processes additional information regarding the remote sensing acquisition,
as, for example, the LST (Land Surface Temperature) to determine the season, the Ozone column,
the site aerosols optical thickness, water vapor, and dead pixel masks. If available, the dead pixel mask
is taken into account to select corresponding sensor bands for the analysis and the exclusion of dead
pixels from the atmospheric correction algorithms.
This paper presents the software characteristics and its performance validating the atmospheric
(see Section 4.1.1) and surface reflectance (see Section 4.1.3) L2A products, obtained with PACO for
the multi-spectral sensors Sentinel-2 (A and B) and Landsat-8. In the last section, we compare PACO
results between multi-spectral (Sentinel-2) and hyper-spectral (DESIS) L2A results.
2. Algorithm Overview
The algorithms implemented in this software are inherited from ATCOR [9,20–24].
As a first step, Look-Up-Tables (LUTs) with radiative transfer (RT) functions have been computed
using MODTRAN 5.4.0 [25] for both mid-latitude summer and winter seasons. The simulated
radiative transfer functions are transformed to sensor radiative transfer LUTs, convolving them
with the sensor spectral response function per band. The same spectral response functions are used to
calculate the solar irradiance for the specific sensor using different solar models (e.g., Fontenla [26],
Thuillier2003 [27], etc.). The sensor LUTs, containing the simulated radiative transfer functions, are
binned in several parameters according to the observation conditions (scene and atmosphere) and the
sensor characterization:
• Observation:
– sun zenith angle (0◦–70◦)
– observation off-nadir angle (0◦–40◦)
– sun-sensor relative azimuth angle (0◦–180◦)
– ground elevation (through the digital elevation model, DEM, if provided) (0–4 km)
• Atmosphere:
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– visibility (or aerosol optical thickness) (5–120 km)
– water vapor (summer: [0.4–5] cm and winter: [0.2–1.1] cm)
– aerosol model (rural/continental, urban, maritime and desert)
• Sensor: band central wavelength (same for all pixels across-track). The variation of the band
central wavelength across-track, often referred to as “spectral smile”, can be included during the
processing adding a set of polynomial coefficients into a sensor file.
The observation and sensor parameters are known a priori, while the atmospheric ones must be
retrieved from the EO (Earth Observation) input data itself or assumed during the first steps of the
atmospheric correction.
The first steps of the processor make it possible to determine the ozone column value and the
season (summer or winter) from an external source (e.g., MODIS Aqua/Terra products [28,29]), used for
the atmospheric correction (see Figure 1). The ozone column value can be also extracted from the
input metadata and is used to correct the radiance from the ozone absorption [23]. After the ozone
correction, it is possible to remove the haze and/or cirrus present in the scene if specified through the
command line.
Figure 1. PACO algorithm workflow. The upper and bottom rows contain the input and output
products, respectively. In the central row (blue box), the workflow of the algorithms described in
Section 2 is displayed. The output products are explained in Section 3, and all of them might be
combined in a final Output product if required by the mission.
The next step of the processor classifies the pixels among a pre-defined set of classes. Each class of
pixels is considered differently amongst the rest of the atmospheric correction steps. Clear land pixels
are classified into non-reference and reference pixels. Reference pixels are Dark Dense Vegetation
(DDV), pixels used to determine the atmosphere visibility and the Aerosol Optical Thickness of the
scene at 550 nm (Section 2.2). If the sensor has bands at water vapor absorption wavelengths (typically
around 820, 940, and 1130 nm), the water vapor column is determined (Section 2.3); otherwise, a default
value based on the season is assumed.
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Once all the LUTs bins have been determined, the Bottom-Of-Atmosphere reflectance per pixel is
calculated (Section 2.4).
2.1. Pre-Classification
The classification criteria is performed in the same way as in the ATCOR software [9], using the
apparent surface reflectance (ρ∗) of several bands (multi-spectral (MS) method), plus terrain
information and relative sensor and sun positions, with:
ρ∗ = pi · d
2
E cos θ
(c0 + c1 ∗ DN) (1)
where DN are the digital counts collected by the sensor, E is the direct solar flux, d is the sun-Earth
distance, θ is the sun zenith angle, and c0 and c1 are the offset and band scaling factors, respectively.
PACO produces the same list of masks as ATCOR v9.1 [30], which are saved with its
corresponding map:
• Background (0): pixels flagged as background (’background’ data value or values set to zero).
• Shadows (1): shadows identified using spectral information. This mask might include part of the
topographic shadows.
• Thin (2), medium (3), and thick (4) cirrus over water: different cirrus thicknesses (based on spectral
information) over pixels previously flagged as water. These flagged pixels are excluded from the
water mask (17).
• Land (5): include all the pixels not classified by the criteria of all other masks in this list, which in
general is equivalent to clear land pixels (e.g., no clouds, cirrus, or haze).
• Saturated (6): pixels likely influenced by sensor saturation.
• Snow/ice (7): pixels classified as snow and snow-ice.
• Thin (8), medium (9) and thick (10) cirrus over land: same spectral classification as in masks 2, 3,
and 4 applied over pixels previously classified as land.
• Haze over land (11) and over water (13): previously classified land and water pixels with presence
of haze.
• Clouds over land (15): clouds detected through spectral thresholds. If no external water mask is
provided, the classification include land and water clouds (mask 16).
• Clouds over water (16): clouds detected over water pixels, which are identified through an
external land/water mask.
• Water (17): water pixels under clean atmospheric conditions (e.g., no clouds, cirrus or haze
detected in the atmosphere).
• Cirrus cloud (18) and thick cirrus cloud (19): pixels classified as cirrus with a thickness so that no
land/water distinction below them can be performed. They are selected using higher thresholds
than for masks 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, and 10.
• Bright (20): high apparent reflectance pixels, not classified as cloud or haze.
• Topographic shadows (21): shadows identified through the sun and sensor positions if a
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is provided. It uses a ray tracing algorithm and it includes
cast shadow regions.
2.2. Aerosol Optical Thickness
The algorithm to derive the AOT is based on the identification of DDV pixels and the negligible
scattering and absorption effects of aerosols in the infra-red wavelength range. The visibility is
empirically retrieved from the apparent reflectance of the previously identified DDV pixels at VNIR or
SWIR wavelengths. For sensors with bands in the SWIR (around 2.2 µm), a similar approach as for
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MODIS [31] is used. For sensors with only available bands in the VNIR range, the empirical approach
uses the red and NIR apparent reflectance of the DDV pixels [20].
The mean visibility of the DDV pixels is considered for the rest of the scene and smoothed over a
3 km low pass filter. For those scenes where there are less than 2% of DDV pixels, a default value of
23 km is assumed as the mean scene visibility. The final AOT is retrieved scaling the obtained visibility
per pixels by the terrain elevation (if available) or the mean scene altitude. As a last step, the path
radiance in the blue and red bands is scaled according to the reflectance relations in those channels of
Dark-Dense Vegetation [31].
2.3. Water Vapor
The water vapor column map (in cm) is calculated per-pixel with the Atmospheric Pre-corrected
Differential Absorption (APDA) algorithm [32] using the water absorption region at 820 nm, 940 nm,
and/or 1130 nm. The absorption band to be used depends on the band characterization of each sensor.
They can be specified through a configuration file per scene; otherwise, the software configures them
automatically according to a predefined wavelength range. Additionally, an option in the processor
configuration allows for using one or several bands in the algorithm.
It is possible, through a configuration parameter, to use both absorption regions at 940 and 1130
nm for the water vapor estimation.
For sensors with several bands in any of these absorption regions, as, for example, hyperspectral
sensors, a linear regression of several bands is used in order to minimize the individual channel noise.
2.4. Bottom-Of-Atmosphere Reflectance
Once the corresponding radiative transfer functions are known per pixel and wavelength,
the radiative transfer equation for a homogeneous flat surface under clear sky conditions can be
formulated as:
L = Lp + (τdir + τdi f )
ρ
pi
(Edir cos θs + Edi f )
1− ρ · s (2)
where ρ is the Lambertian BOA surface reflectance, L is the at-sensor radiance, θs the sun zenith
angle, and Lp, τdir, τdi f , Edir, Edi f , and s are the path radiance, ground-to-sensor transmittance (direct
and diffuse), direct and diffuse solar flux on the ground, and spherical albedo of the atmosphere,
respectively. The dependence of some parameters with the band wavelength, sun and viewing
geometry, and atmospheric parameters has been omitted from the equation for simplicity but are
implicit in the RT LUTs.
As described in [9], the surface reflectance is retrieved by correcting the radiance image, taking into
account the adjacency effect [33,34], caused by photons from the surrounding area that are scattered
into the sensor’s line-of-sight.
This approach is applied when no digital elevation model is provided as part of the input
parameters, and therefore a flat-terrain atmospheric correction is performed. If the mean altitude of
the scene is known, a flat DEM with the mean scene altitude is created inside the scenario. If the mean
altitude is not provided, sea-level is considered as the default scene mean altitude. This flat-terrain
atmospheric correction is applied if less than 1% of the scene contains pixels with slopes > 6 degrees,
even if the DEM is provided. Otherwise, the rugged-terrain scenario is considered for the atmospheric
correction, computing maps of slope and aspect from the DEM provided. This combined atmospheric
and topographic correction demands more complex equations, described in more detail in [9].
The rugged-terrain local illumination (cos(θsun)) per pixel, as considered during the surface reflectance,
is saved as a by-product.
3. Dependencies and Technical Specifications
The PACO atmospheric correction software is implemented through a modular library utilizing
the Python programming language (version 2.7). Besides discarding the dependency of an IDL
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license, the use of Python brings further advantages that are commonly spread through the
scientific community:
• Availability of a multitude of highly developed scientific computing packages on the basis of
open source licences (dependencies are described in Section 3).
• Maintenance and updating of third party modules is driven forward by a large community,
enabling fast and in many cases highly adjusted solutions to difficulties concerning software
development.
• The relatively simple and easy to read syntax of the Python language speeds up prototyping,
implementation, debugging, and collaboration.
• Inter-operability: interaction with most other languages and platforms through 3rd party modules.
Apart from these general motivating factors concerning the development language of PACO,
several design choices were made during development that address the architecture of the
overall framework:
• Different procedural sections of the overall algorithm are organized in individual modules (i.e.,
masking/classification of pixels, water vapor correction, AOT estimation, etc.). This enables
easy extension of established modules with new algorithms as well as modular design of sensor
specific processing pipelines.
• Sensor specific processing is organized as individual scenarios addressing particular sensor
characteristics (i.e., multi-resolution data acquisition of Sentinel-2 MSI), while relying on the same
baseline of modules concerning the essential atmospheric correction steps.
The current PACO software stable release version for Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 users is 0.9.1.




The software allows for performing the atmospheric correction both in ortho-rectified TOA
radiances (or TOA reflectances) images as well as in sensor geometry. In the latter case, only the size in
meters of the square pixel must be provided in the input metadata.
The software uses XDIBIAS libraries (satimport module, developed at DLR) and its data model
structure to load each sensor data and metadata. The output can be stored in XDIBIAS format.
Alternatively, other common formats can be specified for the output images (e.g., ENVI, TIF, GeoTIFF,
etc.). The metadata output is currently stored in JSON format.
Performance and Output Products
As described in Section 2, PACO produces not only the final BOA surface reflectance products,
but also a set of intermediate products that were calculated and used during the atmospheric correction.
In addition, the PACO specific intermediate products (like AOT, water vapor, masks, ...) are saved
and tagged according to Table 1.
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Table 1. Intermediate and final products resulting from PACO software execution.
Product Name Label Units Number of Bands
Masks hcw 1
Dense-dark Vegetation mask ddv 1
Visibility index visindex 1
Aerosol Optical Thickness aot 1000 * [unit-less] 1
Water vapor column wv 1000 * [cm] 1
Illumination ilu 1
Quicklook ql 3
BOA surface reflectance atm 100 * [%] number of bands (Table 2)
Description:
• Pre-classification mask (“hcw”): pixel mask of coded 8-bit integer flag, following the criteria and
the flagging criteria detailed in Section 2.1.
• Dense Dark Vegetation pixel mask(“ddv”): byte-wise subset mask, where background (0), water
(1) and dark-dense vegetation pixels (2) are flagged. The rest of them are flagged as non-reference
pixels (3).
• Visibility index map (“visindex”): atmospheric visibility index per pixel. Each index corresponds
to a visibility (in km), related with an AOT at 550 nm. The corresponding tables are included
within the software.
• Aerosol optical thickness map (“aot”: estimated AOT at 550 nm (dimensionless) per pixel as
described in Section 2.2.
• Water vapor column map (“ wv”): water vapor column (in cm) estimated through step (Section 2.3)
• Illumination map (“ ilu”): cosine of local solar incidence angle.
• BOA surface reflectance (“L2A”): final surface reflectance (after BRDF correction) measured in
“percent (%) * 100”. The resulting bands are sensor dependent and are detailed in Table 2.
The original spatial dimensions are preserved (number of rows × number of columns) and are
the same for all products, therefore only the 3rd dimension changes along the products. The spectral
dimensions (“bands”) of the BOA surface reflectance files depends on the sensor, and in the case of
Sentinel-2, also on the resolution (see Table 2):
Table 2. BOA reflectance bands for Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8. The band name given by PACO is listed
together with the mission original name and the proximate central wavelength (between brakets).
PACO Band Name (Mission∼ Central Wavelength (nm))
Bands Sentinel-2 [35] Landsat-8 [36]
(Band Number) (Pixel∼20 m) (Pixel∼10 m) (Pixel∼30 m)
1 B1 (bands 1 ∼ 442) B1 (bands 2 ∼ 492) coastal (band 1, coastal aerosol ∼ 443)
2 B2 (bands 2 ∼ 492) B2 (bands 3 ∼ 560) blue (band 2, blue ∼ 482)
3 B3 (bands 3 ∼ 560) B3 (bands 4 ∼ 665) green (band 3, green ∼ 561)
4 B4 (bands 4 ∼ 665) B8 (bands 8 ∼ 833) red (band 4, red ∼ 654)
5 B5 (bands 5 ∼ 704) nir (band 5, nir ∼ 864)
6 B6 (bands 6 ∼ 740) cirrus (band 9, cirrus ∼ 1373)
7 B7 (bands 7 ∼ 780) swir1 (band 6, swir ∼ 1609)
8 B8 (bands 8 ∼ 833) swir2 (band 7, swir ∼ 2201)
9 B8a (bands 8a ∼ 864)
10 B9 (bands 9 ∼ 945)
11 B10 (bands 10 ∼ 1375)
12 B11 (bands 11 ∼ 1612)
13 B12 (bands 12 ∼ 2200)
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Together with the previously mentioned products, a metadata file with scene, geographic,
and atmosphere information is saved in JSON format.
4. Validation of PACO Atmospheric Correction
The accuracy of the BOA surface reflectance retrieval depends on the accuracy of different
variables used within the atmospheric correction algorithms. The first ones are those affecting the input
data itself, as the instrument calibration, the simulation of the radiative transfer functions, the solar
irradiance spectra, the ozone column or the DEM. They depend on the accuracy of instruments and
algorithms external to PACO, and they are not discussed here. However, other atmospheric parameters
like the AOT and WV are estimated inside the atmospheric correction software using the EO data (if
they are not explicitly given as input parameters), and they might have a considerable effect on the
final results. Therefore, these parameters are validated in this study.
The algorithms that estimate the AOT (τ) at 550 nm in optical remote sensing data are proved
to be related to the accuracy in the final retrieval of the BOA surface reflectance [31] [20] in blue and
green wavelengths through:
∆ρ = 0.1 · ∆τ550 (3)
If the apparent reflectance in the SWIR bands is ρ2.2µm < 0.1 [31], a surface reflectance absolute
difference of ∆ρ = ± 0.006 at 490 and 660 nm, for dark-dense vegetation pixels, corresponds to an error
in the aerosol optical thickness retrieval of ∆AOT550 ∼ ± 0.06, .
For completeness, the study includes the check of the Water Vapor values with AERONET
(AErosol RObotic NETwork) stations [37], following the same approach as mentioned by [38].
According to the results in [38], a relative error between 8 and 10% is expected for Sentinel-2 datasets.
The accuracy (A), precision (P), and uncertainty (U) are calculated for each atmospheric parameter
following [39] (see Equation (4)):
A =
1
N ∑(xi − xre f ) ; P =
√
1
N − 1∑(xi − xre f − A)
2 ; U =
√
1
N ∑(xi − xre f )
2 (4)
where xi is the parameter calculated from remote sensing data and xre f is the measurement from
AERONET and RadCalNet for atmospheric parameters and surface reflectance validation, respectively.
The accuracy (also called trueness) measures the statistical bias while the precision gives an indication
of the statistical variability of the estimate. The uncertainty measures the statistical deviation of the
estimate of the truth, including the mean bias.
The three statistical values are calculated over a collection of scenes for the atmospheric parameters
(one reference value per scene) and over a collection of pixels in the case of the surface reflectance (one
reference value for several pixels in a region of interest). They are compared with previous results and
between the different sensors currently implemented within PACO.
4.1. Atmospheric Parameters: AOT and WV versus AERONET Data
The validation of the atmosphere characterization products, AOT and WV, is done with reliable,
independent and well calibrated in situ measurements from the AErosol RObotic NETwork global data
set of sun-photometers [37]. This validation study is based on Level 2.0 (quality assured) of AERONET
products (version 3). The spatial distribution of the AERONET sites used in this study is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the AERONET stations (green circles) used in the Sentinel-2 (left) and
Landsat-8 (right) validation study. The RadCalNet sites used for the Sentinel-2 surface reflectance
validation are shown in the left plot (red stars): RailroadValley Playa (RVUS), La Crau (LCFR),
and Gobabeb (GONA).
4.1.1. Atmospheric Parameters’ Data Sets
The validation between satellite data and AERONET measurement is performed on multiple
scenes that fulfill several overpass criteria (atmosphere-based) that foresee the same atmospheric
conditions between reference and remote sensing data sets:
1. Wavelength: the value of the AOT is wavelength dependent, so we must interpolate the measured
AERONET AOT data at different wavelengths to its value at 550 nm.
2. Time: the AERONET measurement is interpolated to the satellite overpass time using
measurements in the time interval ± 30 min for the interpolation.
3. Space: to ensure we are measuring the same atmospheric path, the satellite measurement is
extracted from a 9 × 9 km region of interest (ROI_9) around the AERONET coordinates.
In addition to the atmospheric overpass criteria, each of the atmospheric parameters is evaluated
over a subset of scenes:
1. WV:
(a) Clear land: the WV statistics are computed based on clear land (no clouds, cirrus, water,
etc..) pixels contained in the ROI_9, with a minimum of 5% of land pixels.
2. AOT:
(a) Number of DDV pixels > 5%: in addition to the previously clear land region, the AOT
statistics per scene are extracted among the DDV pixels present in the region of interest
(ROI_9).
The analysis is performed under these two sets of conditions.
4.1.2. Results on Atmospheric Parameters Retrieval for Multi-Spectral Sensors: Sentinel-2
and Landsat-8
The accuracy (A), precision (P), and uncertainty (U) (Equation (4)) have been calculated for the
AOT and WV centered in Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 scenes. For Landsat-8 only, the AOT validation
is performed since the sensor does not contain any band center in moderate water vapor absorption
regions. The results are summarized in Table 3.
The corresponding correlation plots are shown in Figure 3 for the Sentinel-2 sensor. The error bars
on the x-axis correspond to the quadratic sum of the AERONET instrumental error (10% of reference
value) and the statistical error due to the interpolation in time. The error bars on the y-axis are related
to the statistical fluctuations in the image.
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Figure 3. AOT (left) and WV (right) correlation plots between AERONET measurements and values
retrieved by the remote sensing algorithm in a total of 494 Sentinel-2 scenes.
The linear correlation between the WV calculated and the measured one by AERONET stations
(Figure 3, right) has a Pearsons coefficient (r) of 0.99. All the points are distributed along the correlation
line (grey dashed line) for the full interval of water vapor values between 0.5 and 5.0 cm. However,
a lower linear correlation exists between the AOT measurements and the ones from AERONET
(r = 0.89) in the range of 0.006 to 1.4. In Figure 3 (left), a clear underestimation of the AOT for
AERONET measurements above ∼ 0.7 is visible. A smaller overestimation of the AOT is seen for very
low values of the AOT.
In order to study possible systematic biases, the accuracy, precision, and uncertainty are calculated
as a function of the reference value (AERONET measurements), as performed in [40,41] and displayed
in Figure 4. The linear fit to the uncertainty (blue dotted line) and accuracy (red dotted line) are also
displayed.
The accuracy represents a mean bias error, which is approximately constant for the water vapor
(AWV = 0.004 ∗WV + 0.07, in cm) but dependent on the reference value for the AOT estimation
(AAOT = −0.4 ∗ AOT + 0.1, at 550 nm). However, the uncertainty is clearly dominated by the precision
of the retrieval method for both WV and AOT. Only for very high values of AOT (>0.8) does the lack of
accuracy increase the uncertainty significantly. Therefore, the uncertainty in the retrieval of AOT and
WV values is UAOT(550 nm) = 0.29 ∗ AOT(550 nm) + 0.03 and UWV(cm) = 0.02 ∗WV(cm) + 0.13,
respectively.
The different statistics from the particular distribution population used in this validation study
are presented in Table 3 for Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 sensors.
In Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8, the results are consistent with the study on Landsat and Rapid Eye
scenes performed by [42]. The mean accuracy obtained by [42] was ∼0.04, which is inside a precision
of 0.12. As we have seen, in the case of AOT statistics, the distribution of AOT values of our population
must be taken into account. Adding scenes with AOT larger than 0.7 to our population, results in
an increase of the accuracy value of this population due to lower accuracy for higher AOT values.
Calculating the median of our distribution, the AOT uncertainty is∼ 10% for Sentinel-2. As mentioned
before, the water vapor validation is performed for Sentinel-2. Both the uncertainty and accuracy
results are consistent with previous studies of the ATCOR performance, where an uncertainty value
below 10% is reported [38].
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Figure 4. Accuracy (red star), precision (green diamond) and uncertainty (blue square) for calculated
AOT (left) and WV (right) for Sentinel-2 as a function of the reference values (AERONET). The number
of scenes included in each bin are shown in the shadow histogram and in the right axis. The accuracy
and uncertainty fits are displayed as dotted red and blue lines, respectively.
Table 3. Distribution results (A, P, and U) for the aerosol optical thickness (AOT) and water vapor
column (WV) for Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 with respect to AERONET data. The number of scenes (N)
and the mean and median value of each distribution have been included.
AOT550 WV [cm]
Satellite N Mean/Median A± P U N Mean/Median A± P B
Sentinel-2 177 0.20/0.12 0.02 ± 0.12 0.12 375 1.8/1.5 0.06 ± 0.17 0.18
Landsat-8 51 0.15/0.09 0.02 ± 0.13 0.13 – — — —
The results from aerosol optical thickness and water vapor for Sentinel-2 are slightly higher than
ESA-L2A products (Sentinel-2 L2A core products) (Sentinel-2 products systematically generated at
the ground segment since March 2017 [43]). after the update of the Sentinel-2 response functions
(the same response functions used in our study). The Sentinel-2 study in [43] reports an accuracy
(MBE) = 0.01 and an uncertainty (RMSE) = 0.08, for a distribution with AOT values between 0. and 0.8.
Figure 3 shows uncertainty values below 0.08 for all AOT bins between 0.1 and 0.4. From 0.4 to 0.8,
the uncertainty increases up to ∼ 0.18.
For the water vapor, the study presented here shows better results in the uncertainty and the
accuracy, compared to the values in [43] (RMSE = 0.24 cm and MBE = −0.14 cm).
According to Equation (3), these results foresee an increase of 0.003 in the surface reflectance
difference (decrease of accuracy) due to an AOT mean accuracy of 0.03. An error of 10% in the WV
estimation would add up to ∼0.7% of uncertainty to the surface reflectance accuracy above 700 nm.
4.1.3. Surface Reflectance: Comparison to RadCalNet Sites Data
The surface reflectance is validated following the same criteria as proposed in [39] for Landsat-8.
In this paper, the difference between the retrieved surface reflectance (ρ) per pixel and the reference
value falls within the MODIS theoretical uncertainty of |∆ρ| ≤ 0.05*ρre f + 0.005 [39], which
corresponds to ∼ 5% relative difference in surface reflectance.
The validation exercise in [39] compares surface reflectance with simulations over AERONET
sites, using the atmospheric parameters measured by AERONET station. Since simulated data
over AERONET sites are not available, the validation exercise presented in this paper uses the
publicly available surface reflectance measurements on the RadCalNet sites [44] [45] as reference
data. This RadCalNet reference data are compared with PACO BOA surface reflectance retrieved from
Sentinel-2 satellite scenes.
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These sites provide measurements for a certain extended area, typically flat and approximately
Lambertian [45]. Therefore, the BOA reflectance compared in this study does not include the
application of any Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution at a surface.
Since these sites are intended for validation of instrument calibration, they only make data
available when the atmospheric conditions are stable and clear. For this reason, the effect of large
aerosols or water vapor concentration in the retrieved surface reflectance can not be tested with these
reference data.
The Baotou RadcalNet site is excluded from this study due to a small validation area (<48 m) [46].
4.1.4. Surface Reflectance Data Sets
To perform a good quality atmospheric correction, the atmospheric parameters must be properly
retrieved. In order to minimize the atmospheric effects on the surface reflectance validation results,
the validation sites are characterized by bright surfaces, typically arid or deserts, with few or no season
dependency. This represents a challenge for atmospheric correction algorithms based on the spectral
properties of dark dense vegetation, like PACO.
In this exercise, the overpass criteria spectral-based) must fulfill the following:
1. Wavelength: the original ground truth spectra (ρRCN) are convolved to the sensor RSP functions
per band (see Equation (5)) to obtain the sensor-wise RadcalNet spectra (ρRCN,S2)
2. Space: each RadcalNet site has different extended area for validation, corresponding to different
surface reflectance homogeneity (see Table 4).
3. Time: surface reflectance is extracted within the same day. The RadCalNet spectra measurements
(per band) are linearly interpolated in time using the good quality measurements of the day
(typically spaced each 30 min). Scenes without good quality RadCalNet measurements right
before/after the remote sensing time are also discarded from the study to avoid possible bad








Table 4. RadcalNET sites with their corresponding extended area and surface reflectance variability
(uniformity) across site considered for this study [47–49].
RadcalNet Site Coordinates (o) Area ρ Site Variability
Name Lon Lat (km× km) (%)
La Crau (LCFR) 43.559 4.864 0.5 5
Gobabeb (GONA) 15.120 −23.600 0.5 3
Railroad Valley (RVUS) 38.497 −115.690 1.0 1.5
For this study, a total of eight scenes for La Crau and Railroad Valley Playa and 11 for Gobabeb
sites have been considered.
4.1.5. Results on BOA Reflectance Retrieval for Multi-Spectral Sensors: Sentinel-2
The same statistics, as for the atmospheric parameters (accuracy (A), precision (P), and uncertainty
(U) (see Equation (4))), are used in this last validation exercise. The surface reflectance retrieved for
each pixel contained over the delimited area for each RadCalNet site (Table 4) is compared with the
RadCalNet BOA reference value.
Figures 5–7 contain the results for the three RadCalNet sites (La Crau, Gobabeb, and Railroad
Valley Playa, respectively) under study. The plots on the left display the metrics (A, P and U) of the
retrieved reflectance per pixel as a function of the reference surface reflectance (Equation (4)). The fitted
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function to the calculated uncertainty points, as a function of the surface reflectance, is displayed as a
blue dotted line. These plots on the left assume that all the bands with the same surface reflectance
contribute equally to the total uncertainty of the surface reflectance bin. This assumption is taken
considering that the current uncertainty limits [39] are expressed only as a function of the surface
reflectance. This is checked for this validation study with the scatter plots on the right, where the
uncertainty is displayed as a function of the surface reflectance and the central wavelength of the band
(color scale). The size of the points in the scatter plot are scaled to the amount of pixels analyzed and
the amount of pixels for the smaller point is specified in the legend.
Figure 5. (Left) Accuracy (red star), precision (green diamond), and uncertainty (blue square) as
a function of the reference value of Sentinel-2 surface reflectance for the La Crau RadCalNet site.
The number of pixels included in each bin are shown in the shadow histogram and on the right axis.
Uncertainty fit is displayed as a dotted blue line. (Right) Uncertainty of the surface reflectance versus
the reference value and the band central wavelength. The size of the points scales with the amount of
pixels analyzed in each point. The amount of pixels considered for the smaller point is displayed in the
legend. In both plots, the swir band (2250 nm), cirrus band (1380 nm), and water absorption bands at
940 nm have been discarded.
La Crau is the only RadCalNet site where, depending on the time of the year, one might be able to
identify enough DDV pixels to estimate the AOT of the scene and use it for the atmospheric correction.
All the scenes considered in this study have at least 5% of DDV pixels. The linear fit of the uncertainty
for La Crau site (blue dotted line in the left in Figure 5), as a function of the reference surface reflectance
(ρre f ), yield Uρ,BOA = 0.05 ∗ ρre f + 0.005, in units of surface reflectance between 0. and 1. This result is
consistent with MODIS limits [39]. The left plot in Figure 5 shows some reflectance bins at ∼0.30 with
larger uncertainties caused by a lack of accuracy of the reflectance of ∼4%. The right plot in Figure 5
shows that the large uncertainty is mainly due to SWIR band.
A possible explanation for the difference in the SWIR band could be the limitation of RadCalNet
spectra data up to 2300–2400 nm for some sites. The Sentinel-2 SWIR band centered at 2200 nm has
a FWHM of ∼174 nm, so, for these sites, with a limited spectra range, the interpolated RSP misses
around 5%–10% of the signal.
This seems to be the case for the La Crau and Gobabeb sites. For these sites, the SWIR band
is discarded from the analysis because the extrapolation might yield different results between the
convolution of RadCalNet spectrum and the actual sensor measurement for this specific band.
For the considered surface validation area of the Gobabeb site (Figure 6), a variability across site
validation area of 3% is expected. The uncertainty results, fitted to a linear function, are Uρ,BOA =
0.04 ∗ ρre f + 0.005 (blue dotted line in Figure 6, left), which are also consistent with MODIS uncertainty
limits. At blue wavelengths (≤500 nm) (Figure 6, right), the overestimation of the AOT causes a lower
surface reflectance when compared to RadCalNet reference measurements (mean accuracy ∼−0.02).
This is the main cause for the increase in the uncertainty.
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Figure 6. (Left) Distribution of the accuracy, precision, and uncertainty of Sentinel-2 surface reflectance
as a function of the reference surface reflectance for the Gobabeb RadCalNet site. The number of pixels
included in each bin are shown in the shadow histogram and on the right axis. Uncertainty fit is
displayed as a dotted blue line. (Right) Uncertainty of the surface reflectance versus the reference value
and the band central wavelength. The size of the points scales with the amount of pixels analyzed in
each point. The amount of pixels considered for the smaller point is displayed in the legend. In both
plots, the swir band (2250 nm), cirrus band (1380 nm), and water absorption bands at 940 nm have
been discarded.
The last of our validation sites, Railroad Valley Playa (Figure 7), is also an arid site as
Gobabeb. However, the surface reflectance results for this site show a much larger uncertainty
of Uρ,BOA = 0.01 ∗ ρre f + 0.018 than for the Gobabeb site. This uncertainty seems not to be correlated
with any band (right plot in Figure 7), and it is above the MODIS limits (>5%), although the site
variability (∼1.5%) is the smallest of the three RadCalNet sites. The similar size of the points in the
right plot in Figure 7 suggests a rather homogeneous distribution in the number of pixels for the
different surface reflectance values. The atmosphere conditions of the Railroad Valley data sets were
the same as for Gobabeb. No DDV pixels are found in these two arid sites. Therefore, the AOT value
used for the atmospheric correction can be easily a factor 10 larger than measured values, especially
for sites where data are only publicly available for clear atmospheric conditions. This could translate
to an increase of the uncertainty of ∼3% for some scenes according to Equation (3), since, for clear
conditions (AOT∼0.03 measured by RadCalNet), the default visibility of 23 km assumed by the remote
sensing algorithm corresponds to AOT ∼ 0.25. For this reason, an additional uncertainty of ∼3%
could contribute to the final results for these types of scenes. However, results for both sites are quite
different. Further research is currently underway.
For two (Gobabeb and La Crau) of the three validation sites, the precision of the surface
reflectance retrieval is within MODIS limits of 0.05 ∗ ρre f + 0.005. However, for the arid site (Gobabeb),
this uncertainty has a larger offset (∼0.007) due to the larger accuracy value at blue wavelengths.
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Figure 7. (Left) Distribution of the accuracy, precision, and uncertainty of Sentinel-2 surface reflectance
as a function of the reference surface reflectance for the Railroad Valley Playa RadCalNet site.
The number of pixels included in each bin are shown in the shadow histogram and on the right
axis. Uncertainty fit is displayed as the dotted blue line. (Right) Uncertainty of the surface reflectance
versus the reference value and the band central wavelength. The size of the points scales with the
amount of pixels analyzed in each point. The amount of pixels considered for the smaller point is
displayed in the legend. In both plots, the swir band (2250 nm), cirrus band (1380 nm), and water
absorption bands at 940 nm have been discarded.
5. Comparison of BOA Surface Reflectance between Multi-Spectral and Hyper-Spectral Sensors:
Sentinel-2 versus DESIS
The latest exercise in our validation study compares the surface reflectance obtained for scenes
for different sensors fulfilling the spectral overpass criteria (Section 4.1.3). For this purpose, we use
as an example the data acquired by DESIS and Sentinel-2 over one of the RadCalNet sites (Railroad
Valley Playa) on 28 June 2019. The validation of DESIS surface reflectance for different RadCalNet sites
is fully reported in [18]. Hence, we compare the results versus the corresponding Sentinel-2 scene.
The summary of the data acquisitions of DESIS and Sentinel-2 is detailed in Table 5.
Table 5. DESIS and Sentinel-2 data acquisitions over the Railroad Valley Playa RadCalNet site.
Sensor Tile Time Sun Zenith Off-Nadir
(UTC) (deg) (deg)
Sentinel-2 (B) T11SPC 18:29:29 20 9
DESIS 3 18:53:01 19 3
For comparison, the RadCalNet and DESIS spectra have been convolved with Sentinel-2B spectral
response functions. Figure 8 shows the surface reflectance spectra results for DESIS (black crosses),
RadCalNet (labeled RCN, green diamonds) and Sentinel-2B (labeled S2, red circles). The upper plot
shows the three spectra (DESIS, RadCalNet and Sentinel-2) convolved with Sentinel-2 B spectral
response functions. The other two plots show the absolute (center) and relative (bottom) difference of
Sentinel-2 (red circles) and RadCalNet (green diamonds) with respect to DESIS spectra.
The relative difference in surface reflectance between RadCalNet and DESIS is below 5% for
wavelengths above 600 nm, while the relative difference increases up to 10% for shorter wavelengths
(∼ 400–600 nm). This is consistent with DESIS results reported in [18], and it is explained as an
overestimation of the AOT in remote sensing (AOTDESIS ∼0.25) from arid sites with respect to the
measured value (AOTRCN = 0.035). However, comparisons with Sentinel-2 data (<30 min. overpass
time difference) show a discrepancy. Sentinel-2 surface reflectance shows a difference of ∼12% with
DESIS, which makes it consistent with RadCalNet, despite of the lack of DDV pixels (≤2%) in a
Sentinel-2 scene and the resulting overestimation of the AOT (AOTS2 = 0.34).
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Figure 8. Surface reflectance for Sentinel-2B, DESIS and the Railroad Valley Playa RadCalNet (RCN) site
of 28 June 2019. The spectra are convolved with Sentinel-2 spectral response function and the absolute
and relative differences (middle, bottom plots) are calculated with respect to the DESIS spectrum.
The water vapor column retrieved for Sentinel-2 and DESIS uses the same algorithm but two
different water vapor absorption regions for each of the sensors: 820 nm for DESIS and 940 nm
for Sentinel-2. The water vapor retrieved from DESIS (WVDESIS = 0.75 cm) and Sentinel-2B
(WVS2 = 0.90 cm) is compared with the one reported by the RadCalNet site (WVRCN = 0.72 cm).
The difference between Sentinel-2 water vapor value and RadCalNet could be partially due to the time
difference. RadCalNet reports a WVRCN = 0.81 cm at 18:30 UTC, which yields a difference of ∼12%
between Sentinel-2 and RadCalNet measurements. When compared to DESIS, Sentinel-2B shows a
close agreement in the surface reflectance retrieved for wavelengths >600 nm.
6. Discussion
From a software engineering point of view, there are several design choices and improvements
that will be considered in the future development of PACO. A necessary change is the transition
of the current Python 2.7 code to Python 3.x as support for the former ends beginning of the year
2020. Furthermore, it is planned to implement the monochromatic and atmospheric lookup tables in
a self-describing data format, which will feature convenience functionality like implicit file content
metadata representation (describing the exact structure of the look-up tables) and file compression
(e.g., HDF5, NetCDF, etc.).
The results of PACO performance for the estimation of atmospheric parameters (Table 3) can not
be easily extrapolated to any other remote sensing data set since they are dependent on the distribution
of reference values used in this study. Based on this study, it is recommended to characterize the
performance as a function of the reference value, especially in the case of the AOT. Assuming that within
each reference bin in Figure 4 the distribution of AOT or WV values is normal, we could approximate
the uncertainty to 1σ gaussian error and conclude that 68% of scenes with values contained within
each bin range would have an error equal to the bin uncertainty. However, this assumption is far from
being completely correct, especially in the case of AOT, where some bins (AOT > 0.3) have not enough
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samples for a good uncertainty calculation. In addition, the amount of AERONET stations located in
Earth sites, where the aerosol content is high, is rather low. It has been rather complicated to find the
few statistics (in space and time) used for this validation study. In addition, each bin of AOT contains
a non-uniform distribution in the aerosol particle characteristics, which might bias our results.
These points present three problems at the time of extrapolating the validation results for Earth’s
monitoring missions: firstly, the geographical sampling itself is far from being uniform, so the statistical
results are not representative of global monitoring statistics. Secondly, the AOT is calculated assuming
the MODTRAN so called “rural” (Continental) aerosol model, which might not be completely true
for all the randomly selected scenes. The last one concerns the blue/red ratio assumed in the DDV
algorithms (currently ratio = 0.5 [31]), which is not constant over the globe [39].
Difference in AOT retrieval in Railroad Valley Playa and Gobabeb (due to the absence of DDV
pixels) might affect the reflectance accuracy according to Equation (3). In order to minimize the effect
of the uncertainty of the scene AOT calculation, and its effect on the accuracy of the surface reflectance,
the AOT value measured on the RadCalNet sites at the time of the BOA measurements might be used
as input for PACO’s atmospheric correction algorithms (for validation purposes). New software
possibilities, like AOT input (already explored in [18]), are handy to compare the surface reflectance
from different sensors from these types of homogeneous but arid sites, where DDV-based AOT
extraction algorithms can not be applied or they are under low retrieved statistics. The results
presented in this study are consistent with the same L2A validation study on the commissioning data
of DESIS hyperspectral [18] camera system. Similar results were found when comparing DESIS surface
reflectance results of scenes over the RadCalNet stations Gobabeb and Railroad Valley Playa [18].
7. Conclusions
PACO is a new atmospheric correction software. It is coded in Python and it is based on the
well-known ATCOR IDL code. The migration from a proprietary programming language to Python
allows the usage of the software as a third party module, making it very easy to be used in any remote
sensing Ground Segment. It only requires the development of a module with the data model of the
sensor input data. In addition, it takes the advantage of a globally maintained set of available Python
libraries to perform the atmospheric correction of remote sensing satellite data.
A first release of the PACO software (under DLR licence) (Contact person: corresponding author)
is currently operational for the multi-spectral sensors Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 data and for the
hyperspectral sensor DESIS as an L2A processor. The validation of multi-spectral sensors Sentinel-2
and Landsat-8 shows a retrieval of atmospheric parameters like the aerosol optical thickness and
water vapor with an uncertainty of ∼30% and ∼10%, respectively. This uncertainty is dominated
by an accuracy bias for very low values of AOT and WV and for high values of AOT. Therefore,
the above-mentioned relative uncertainties are consistent with the precision for AOT values between
0.1 and 0.7, and WV values between 0.5 and 5 cm.
The validation results, when comparing Sentinel-2 surface reflectance retrieved with PACO
and ground measurements at RadCalNet sites, yield an uncertainty consistent with MODIS limits
for the test sites with enough DDV pixels. For arid sites, the uncertainty can be larger, especially
at blue wavelengths (∼ 500 nm) due to the lack of DDV pixels to estimate the aerosol load in the
atmosphere accurately.
Future releases of the software will allow the PACO user to obtain L2A products of other sensors,
as the hyperspectral DESIS [18] and EnMAP [19]. The usage of the same software for the performance
of the atmospheric correction will minimize the differences between the L2A products due to the
software uncertainties.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AERONET AErosol RObotic NETwork
AOT Aerosol Optical Thickness
APDA Atmospheric Pre-corrected Differential Absorption
BOA Bottom-Of-Atmosphere
BRD Bi-directional Reflection Distribution
DDV Dark Dense Vegetation
DEM Digital Elevation Model
DESIS DLR Earth Sensing Imaging Spectrometers
EnMAP Environmental Mapping and Analysis Program
EO Earth Observation
ESA European Space Agency
IDL Interactive Data Language
JSON JavaScript Object Notation
LUT Look-Up-Table
MBE Mean Bias Error
MODIS Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
MODTRAN MODerate resolution atmospheric TRANsmission
PACO Python-based Atmospheric COrrection
RadCalNet / RCN Radiometric Calibration Network
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
S2 Sentinel-2
TOA Top-Of-Atmosphere
VNIR Visible and Near-InfraRed
SWIR Short Wavelength InfraRed
WV Water Vapor
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